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Abstract. We report on the first thermodynamical investigation of (TMTTF)2Br in its an-

tiferromagnetic ground state. There is a discontinuity in the lattice specific heat, Cp/T~, at

1.9-2.0 K which seems to reflect the existence of the Spin Density Wave (SDW) sub-phase. This

discontinuity is similar to those we have measured in other quasi one-dimensional organic salts

of the Bechgaard family. Above 2.5 K there is another anomaly which we attribute either to a

pure vibrational lattice origin or
land to an additional configurational entropy, a manifestation

of the disordered SDW ground state coupled to the lattice. As for a broad variety of density

wave compounds, the specific heat of (TMTTF)2Br exhibits a contribution of low-energy excita-

tions. They are at the origin of the time-dependent specific heat and complex energy-relaxation
dynamics below I K. However, the corresponding time scale is much shorter than in the case

of (TMTSF)2PF6, the Incommensurate SDW compound. We tentatively ascribe the difference

in the kinetics of the energy relaxation of (TMTTF)2Br and (TMTSF)2PF6 to the different

degrees of commensurability of their ground states.

Rdsumd. Nous d4crivons la premibre caractdrisation thermodynamique de (TMTTF)2Br
dans son (tat fondamental antiferromagn6tique. Une discontinuit6 dans la chaleur sp6cifique

du r4seau en
Cp/T~ apparait h 1,9-2,0 K, qui semble refldter l'existence d'une sous-phase de

l'onde de Densitd de Spin (CDS). Cette discontinuit4 est similaire h celle d4jh mesurde dans

d'autres sels organiques quasi-lD des compos6s de Bechgaard. Au-dessus de 2,5 K apparait une

nouvelle anomalie en
Cp/T~

que l'on attribue soit h une origine purement vibrationelle, ou
let

h une contribution d'entropie de configuration, manifestation du d4sordre de l'onde de densit4

dans son (tat de base en couplage au r4seau. Comme pour une large var14t6 de compos4s h

onde de densit4, la chaleur sp4cifique de (TMTTF)2Br pr4sente une contribution d'excitations

de faible 4nergie, qui sont h l'origine de la d4pendance en temps de la chaleur sp4cifique et de

la dynamique complexe de relaxation d'4nergie en dessous de I K. Toutefois l'4chelle des temps
correspondante est beaucoup plus faible que dans le cas du compos6 h CDS incommensurable

(TMTSF)2PF6 Nous proposons pour origine de la diff4rence des cindtiques de relaxation d'dner-

gie entre (TMTTF)2Br et (TMTSF)2PF6 la diffdrence de l'approche h la commensurabilitd de

leurs (tats de base.

(*) Author for correspondence (e-mail: lasjautllabs.polycnrs-gre.fr)
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1. Introduction

The organic chain-like compounds of general formula (TMTSF)2X (where TMTSF: tetramethyl-
tetraselenafulvalene contains Se atoms) and (TMTTF)2X (where TMTTF: tetramethyl-
tetrathiafulvalene contains S atoms) with X being a mono-anion PF6, AsF6, Br, N03, Cl04,

are model systems for the investigation of the fundamental properties of quasi-one-dimensional

systems [1-3]. Different Ground States (GS) can be formed as the effective dimensionality
of the conduction electrons is highly sensitive to small changes in temperature, pressure or

magnetic field. The selenium salts, or Bechgaard salts, are metallic at room temperature down

to low temperature where their phase diagram exhibits Spin Density Waves (SDW), supercon-

ductivity and magnetic field dependent phenomena. The difference between the (TMTTF)2X
and (TMTSF)2X salts is largely attributed to the difference in the on-site Coulomb repulsion.
A 4kF charge localisation of Mott-Hubbard type occurs in the (TMTTF)2X salts in the range

100-200 K, leaving unaffected the spin degrees of freedom. Interchain exchange interaction be-

tween one-dimensional 2kF spin fluctuations stabilizes a three dimensional antiferromagnetic
(AF) ordering. In (TMTTF)2Br this SDW transition occurs at TAF

r~
11 K-13 K as revealed

in the anisotropy of the static magnetic susceptibility, the existence of antiferromagnetic res-

onance below TN, the divergence of the proton ~H nuclear relaxation Tj~ [2]. Characteristic

line shapes obtained by ~~C NMR [4] at ambient pressure have been offered as the evidence of

antiferromagnetism GS commensurate with the lattice (C-SDW). In contrast, the NMR line

shapes of (TMTSF)2X salts show the characteristics of an Incommensurate SDW (I-SDW)
below TSDW

"
12 K [4, 5]. It was shown that the SDW in (TMTTF)2Br becomes incommensu-

rate under a modest pressure (rw 5 kbars) when the charge gap is suppressed [6j. Recent X-ray
investigation on Se and S compounds give more informations about the nature of their mag-

netic ground states; they show the existence of charge density modulation in their magnetic
phases. (TMTSF)2PF6 exhibits a 2kF mixed CDW-SDW modulation [7,8j and (TMTTF)2Br

a 4kF CDW, probably set in by magnetoelastic coupling of the lattice degrees of freedom with

the AF modulation [8j.

Incommensurate spin /charge density wave systems exhibit spectacular collective transport
properties. Non-linear conductivity occurs above a sharp threshold field (which in the case

of I-SDW is in the range of a few mV/cm) when the density wave is depinned from impu-
rities. The DW ground state is characterized by disorder induced by the frozen metastable

states which result from the interaction between the DW phase and the randomly distributed

impurities. This disorder is the best revealed in low temperature thermodynamical measure-

ments: they show additional low-energy excitations to regular phonon which contribute to the

specific heat below T
rw

0.5 K according to a law Cp
rw

T" with
u < I, and non-exponential

enthalpy relaxation with "aging effects" which prove the non-linearity of the specific heat in

this T-range and reveal the broad distribution of relaxation times for recovering the thermody-
namical equilibrium. All these properties have been observed recently in the I-SDW compound

(TMTSF)2PF6 [9j.
Hereafter we report on the low-T thermodynamical properties of C-SDW (TMTTF)2Br

and compare them with those obtained in (TMTSF)2PF6 with the aim to find the role of

commensurability in the Low-Energy Excitations (LEE) and the relaxational mechanism in

their C-SDW and I-SDW ground states. As in the previous study of (TMTSF)2PF6 [9j, we

have performed a systematic study of thermodynamical properties under various durations of

the energy delivery, from pulse of
rw

0.2-0.3 s up to 10 hours. The time-dependence effects

are
manifested in two ways: the most obvious appears as the progressive deviation from an

exponential decay of the thermal transient in response to a heat pulse, on lowering T: this

occurs
around 0.7 K. Simultaneously, Cp deviates from the T~ regime of the lattice contribution,
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and reveals the increasing part of the LEE contribution, at the origin of the slow dynamics
in the thermal response. The second property is the dependence of the transients with the

duration of heat delivery that we have named "aging" [10], the consequence of which

yields a time-dependent specific heat.

2. Experimental

Crystals of (TMTTF)2Br were prepared using standard electro-chemical procedures [11]. The

specific heat was measured between 0.07 K and 7.5 K by a transient heat pulse method as we

had already done under similar conditions with many lD-materials. The sample in the form

of a great number of needles (rw 100) with a weight of 67 mg was smoothly pressed between

two silicon plates (2 cm~ in surface). The thermal contact between needles and the Si plates

was improved with the use of 17 mg of Apiezon N grease spread over the Si plates. The heat

capacity of addenda measured independently was subtracted. The ratio of heat capacity of

the addenda to the total specific heat varied between
rw

50% at T
=

5-6 K and
rw

45% at

T
=

0.5 K. The duration of the heat pulse was between 0.3 s IT
rw

0.I K) and 2 s
(T

-J
6 7 K).

Thermal transients in response to heat pulses were exponential down to 0. 7 K, but a progressive
deviation to this law develops at further decreasing T. As previously we adopt the convention

to define the specific heat from the initial decay of the transient, that means a minimum value

for the time-dependent specific heat [12j. In the case of long heat delivery (up to 10 h), the

reference temperature To has to be stabilized within relative fluctuations of +2 x
10~~ in order

to get a precise estimation of the integrated energy release towards the thermal bath through
the thermal link after switching off the heat source. The present conditions are very similar

to those reported previously in the case of (TMTSF)2PF6 [9,13]. The method to define the

long-time specific heat from the integrated energy release is the same in both cases. Also to

be outlined is the good thermal diffusivity of the sample assembly (see Fig. 3): the maximum

increment AT in response to the heat pulse is reached within only 0.7 s at 90 mK (the duration

of the heat pulse itself contributes to 0.3 s). This experimental diffusivity can be compared to

the case of (TMTSF)2PF6 (with
a total sample mass of150 mg where the maximum increment

is reached within 1.5 s at 150 mK [13]).

3. Results and Discussion

3. I. SHORT-TIME SCALE SPECIFIC HEAT. We firstly discuss data obtained in response to

heat pulses. In the case of deviation to exponential decay (here, starting at T
rw

0.7 K)
we

adopt the convention as
previously done, to define Cp from the initial decay of the transient,

which means a minimum value of the time-dependent specific heat [12,13]. Raw data of the

specific heat of (TMTTF)2Br obtained in this way are reported in Figure I between 0.07 K

and 2 K. These results are very similar to those obtained for (TMTSF)2PF6 (two different

batches [9,13] ). The deviation to the T~ lattice term which develops below I K can be analyzed

with a self-consistent analysis with three contributions to Cp:

Cp
"

CNT ~ + aT" + flT~,

sum of an hyperfine nuclear contribution, the usual low-energy excitations and a regular phonon

term.

Best fits to the data below 2 K give possible the numerical values:

from Cp
=

0.010 x
T~~ + 2.4 T°'~ + 8.0 T~ (mJ/mol K)

to Cp
=

0.011 x
T~~ + 2.8 T°.~ + 7.6 T~.
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The alternative origin of CN in the nuclear magnetism due to the local field induced by
the SDW seems to be unrealistic in view of the local field distributions measured either by
NMR [4, 5] or muon spin-rotation experiments [14], which are in the range of hundreds kHz,
instead of nuclear frequency of several tens of MHz (on the proton lH sites) necessary to

interpret our data (~).
In (TMTTF)2Br, if we consider the possible mixed SDW-CDW character of the ground state,

as recently suggested from X-ray experiments [7,8], a possible quadrupolar electric contribution

can originate from the sulphur atoms (in the stack) and from the Br anions, each bearing a

quadrupolar moment. The amplitude of CN is however smaller than in (TMTSF)2PF6 (with
CN

"
0.16 and 0.065 mJ /mol K for samples from respective batches [13,9]) by about one order

of Inagnitude.

3.1.2. LEE Contribution. The self-consistent analysis yields a well defined LEE contribution

which follows a power law over more than one decade of temperature, as shown in the inset of

Figure I with possible parameters:

GLEE
"

2.4 T°'~
= 2.8 T°.~ (ml /mol K)

or 40 T°'~
= 47 T°'~ (erg /g K).

This magnitude is comparable to that of the CDW system TaS3, with similar sub-linear power

law coefficient [12]. It corresponds to the upper range of LEE contributions among numerous

DW systems [15].
We compare it in the inset of Figure I with the LEE contribution of (TMTSF)2PF6 [13],

which exhibits a larger exponent iv10.8-1).

3.1.3. Lattice Contribution. The above given analysis is consistent with a regular flT~ law

for the lattice contribution for T < 2 K. In the same way as for (TMTSF)2PF6, we can relate

this low-T phonon term to a usual Debye temperature: 0[
=

~~~~
x r, with fl in J/mol K,

fl
r is the number of atoms per formula unit (r

=
53), and the molar mass =

601 g. The value

of fl
=

7.8 x
10~~ J/mol K~ yields 0D

"
236 K, to be compared to 200 K in the case of

(TMTSF)2PF6 compound [13].
In Figure 2, we have extended the analysis up to 7.3 K, the upper limit of available data with

this technique. After subtraction from total Cp of CNT~~ and GLEE, we report data between

0.5 and 7.3 K ascribed to vibrational (or configurational) excitations in a
C/T~ diagram,

to point out the possible deviation from the Debye behaviour. Data previously obtained in

(TMTSF)2PF6 (13] are also reported in the Figure 2 for comparison.
a) The first apparent feature is the discontinuity at 1.9-2.0 K, common with (TMTSF)2PF6.

The amplitude of the Cp jump is comparable:
rw

10$lo in (TMTTF)2Br compared to
rw

7% in

(TMTSF)2PF6. We have recently measured a similar jump in (TMTSF)2AsF6 (to be pub-
lished). This seems to be a common property of these organic salts and may indicate the

existence of sub-phases in the SDW ground state [5,13].
b) For T higher than 2.5 K, there is a rapid increase of C/T~ up to 7.3 K, but without

the characteristic anomaly detected in (TMTSF)2PF6 around 3-3.5 K ascribed to a glassy-like
transition [16-a]. In comparison to the low-T cubic regime, the relative amplitude in C/T~

at 7 K (near the maximum) is about 2 times larger than in (TMTSF)2PF6. As, up to now,

there are no indication of some other excitations, this extra-contribution should be ascribed

(~ Nuclear specific heat is
~~

= (~
~ (~"~~

,

with I
=

1/2 the nuclear spin of the proton,
R 3 1 kB

~

/1v the proton magnetic moment and Hea a mean local field.
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Fig. 2. Residual, lattice specific heat (after subtraction of the nuclear term and GLEE) divided by
T~ of (TMTTF)2Br and (TMTSF)2PF6. Discontinuities at 1.9 K indicate the existence of "sub-SDW"

phases coupled to the lattice instabilities in both systems. In the range of the glass transition at 3 K for

(TMTSF)2PF6 (see the manifestation of hysteresis between the first heating run and second cooling

run [13]), Cp of (TMTTF)2Br does not show any discontinuity, increasing slowly to the maximum

located around 7 K, as measured in both compounds.

to the lattice. There are two possibilities which are not exclusive: the low-lying phonons [18]
and the configurational entropy [17], related to the disorder character of pinned DW. This fact

raises the actual and important question of the role of electron-phonon coupling in the SDW

stabilization.

The configurational approach is additionally supported by the fact that in the temperature

range of the peak in Cp/T~, the specific heat of (TMTTF)2Br appears to be sensitive to the

kinetics of the relaxation (similarly to a measurement of Cp at different frequencies). Indeed,
measurements performed

on the same sample by another transient heat pulse technique (in
another cryostat),

on a much shorter time scale [18], give a specific heat lower by
rw

20 to 40%

between 2.5 and 7 K; the bump in Cp /T~ is actually centered at 7 K and the SDW transition

is detected at TSDW
"

11.7 K, with a relative amplitude of less than I% of total Cp [18].
The frequency dependence of Cp in the same temperature range is also confirmed in the case

of (TMTSF)2PF6, measured by four different techniques, from quasi-adiabatic to the a-c- one,

where the configurational interpretation of the C/T~ bump (at least a part of it)
was naturally

involved due to the existing glass transition [17].

3.2. LONG TIME HEAT RELAXATION. As indicated in the Introduction, the first direct

evidence of a time-dependence Cp(t) below I K is given by the deviation to an exponential

decay of the transients after a heat-pulse. This feature occurs progressively below 0.7 K, like in

(TMTSF)2PF6 (9], but the dynamics observed is very different. lvhereas for (TMTSF)2PF6,
except for the initial part (the time span of > few seconds, similarly as for (TMTTF)2Br shown
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Fig. 3. The decay of the temperature increment AT in (TMTTF)2Br at T185 mK after
a

heat

pulse and the illustration of the determination of short-time and long-time Cp. a) Heat transient at

T
=

88 mK after the heat pulse of 0.3 s with the amplitude AT/To
=

12%. We verify a very good
thermal diffusivity of our sample (the maximum AT has been reached within 0.7 s). The short-time

Cp is deduced from the initial part of the decay (a few seconds) fitted by an exponential with the

corresponding
T =

3.3 s.
b) Characteristic heat transient at t

=
82.2 mK taken for the estimation

of long-time Cp after the heat pulse of I s recorded in much longer time span, over 10 minutes. The

corresponding amplitude and time constant of the exponential fit to the long-time tail are

~~
=

5.5$~
To

and T =
540 s.

in Fig. 3a), it is not possible to fit any part of the transient by an exponential decay at low

temperatures, in the case of (TMTTF)2Br this is possible for the final part of the relaxation,
down to the lowest T (over a time span typically of10 minutes, as shown in Fig. 3b). It allows

us to extract two limiting values of Cp: the first one defined by the initial decay (Fig. 3a),
the second one by the long-time span, corresponding to a maximum value of Cp. The latter

one is defined in the usual way: I,e. by the extrapolation of the exponential law to the "time

origin" of the temperature decay. We note that within this procedure Cp is calculated from

the "ideal" AT jump, estimated at t
=

0. Flom the time constant T and the heat capacity
values, we can extract the thermal link Rt

=
@. This value agrees within about 30% (it

is systematically smaller) with the value defined in the steady state equilibrium conditions,
obtained during very long energy delivery over a few hours. In the case of (TMTSF)2PF6,

such a determination of Rf from the transient regime was absolutely impossible, for any time

scale at least up to
rw

20 minutes. We have to outline the huge difference in the time scales in

Figures 3a and 3b, by a factor of 70, and the fact that it is impossible to fit by an exponential
law the intermediate regime between I s and the final long exponential tail, in any significant
time interval.

3.2.1. Schottky Anomaly. In Figure 4 we report Cp data obtained in these two extreme

time-spans. The two curves are totally different; for the long-time span, Cp shows a minimum

at 0.5 K and at lower T an anomaly with a well-defined maximum at l10-120 mK, which is

in a good agreement between 80 mK and 0.3 K with a Schottky anomaly. The agreement can
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except the decoupled channels of relaxation to the thermal bath for different excitations giving
rise to the smaller effective thermal link than that one related to the final thermodynamical
equilibrium of the whole system.

Nevertheless we can compare the position and the amplitude of the Schottky anomalies

in both systems, as shown in Figure 4. The maximum of the anomaly in (TMTTF)2Br,
Cp~~

=
18 mJ/mol K, is about seven times smaller than for (TMTSF)2PF6. The maxi-

mum in (TMTSF)2PF6 appears at Tmax 1 0.25 K with Cp~~
=

120 mJ/mol K. The best

fit yields a splitting es =
0.90 K with the ratio of degeneracy gi/go

"
12. So high ratios

of degeneracy obtained for both systems in the usual Schottky anomaly approach are quite
unexpected. It suggests the existence of a distribution of energy levels and it demands more

sophisticated treatment. In the case of (TMTSF)2PF6 the energy levels have been ascribed to

specific metastable states due to the strong-pinning phenomenon at the pinning centers located

close to regions of commensurability [19]. Certainly, it should be reexamined in the case of

(TMTTF)2Br which is "nominally" commensurate.

3.2.2. "Pumping Time" Eifiects (Aging Eifiect). In previous studies on several CDW com-

pounds and the SDW system (TMTSF)2PF6,
we

have brought evidence for a strong dependence
of the thermal transients, and consequently the Cp values, on the duration of energy delivery
("pumping" time). Such effects we named "aging" and "waiting time" dependence. They were

particularly evident in the case of TaS3 (CDW) [10] and (TMTSF)2PF6 (SDW) [9, 16b]. Let

us briefly summarize them:

ii) Aging: on increasing the duration of the energy supply, for the same temperature in-

crement ATO, from pulses of I s or less, up to tw of more than 10 h, the corresponding
relaxation rate OAT(t)16 log t, proportional to the distribution of relaxation times g(T),

is shifted to longer times.

iii) Saturation of aging effect (interrupted aging) for very long tw (10 h at 0.I K for either

TaS3 or
(TMTSF)2PF6), that we correlate to the achievement of the thermodynamical

equilibrium, the aging stops.

(iii) Broad spectrum g(T): it extends over several decades of the time scale and depends on

the temperature.

These features, except for (iii) (the characteristics of g(T)), are represented in Figure 5 for

(TMTTF)2Br. Because of the large-time span, the transients AT(t) and their logarithmic
derivatives (proportional to g(logT))

are shown on log-scales for three "pumping" times and

for two-representative temperatures: one at T
=

130 mK exhibiting large time dependent
effects, the other at T

=
770 mK where the time effect has aIniost disappeared. Nevertheless

it is still possible to deduce that even at 0.77 K the system continues to evolve up to 20 s, but

that for 10 minutes the thermodynamical equilibrium is certainly reached.

However, the Train differences in coInparison to previously observed dynamical effects in

(TMTSF)2PF6 appear for the lowest teInperatures (Fig. 5a). It seeIns that there is no broad

distribution g(log T) which1noves on the tiIne scale with the waiting tiIne (as in the real aging
effect) and stops when the equilibriuIn tiIne t~ is reached as observed for (TMTSF)2PF6 (16b]
and TaS3 (10]. The dynamics of energy relaxation in (TMTTF)2Br reveals almost "discrete

bands" of the relaxation time, or better to say, successive narrower distributions of relaxation

times. For shorter pulses (up to a few seconds) the relaxation rate is very broad and exhibits

a fine, "discrete" structure as for a Inanifold of narrower distributions. For longer durations of

heat input, most of the weight is Inoved to the distribution centered at longer time (200-400 s).
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a function of time in a semi-log plot for different duration of heat delivery at two temperatures

(T
=

130 mK (a) and T
=

770 mK (b)) show a specific time-dependent effect which disappears at

higher T. The relaxation rates (lower curves) which represent the distribution of the relaxation times,
demonstrate the existence of successive distributions for shorter duration of pulses (shorter pumping

time) at lower T. The distribution for long pumping time is almost two times narrower than for

(TMTSF)2PF6 in similar conditions (T
=

0.2 K [16b]).

This is also the Train reason why in this case we rather prefer to use the terIn "puInping tiIne"

instead of waiting tiIne.

Distribution of relaxation tiInes for (TMTSF)2PF6 is Inore than two tiInes broader than for

(TMTTF)2Br at T m 200 1nK: that Tray be the reason for
a very coInplex, glassy relaxation,

consistent with the existence of the glass transition at 3 K. This I-SDW systeIn demonstrates

a very subtle interplay with
a 2kF CDW [7, 8j. Due to proximity to the commensurate state

and the Inixture of the ground states, it exhibits a highly frustrated state with typical glassy
relaxation. On the other side, (TMTTF)2Br exhibits C-SDW. The successive distributions

separated by decades in tiIne observed in (TMTTF)2Br and represented in Figure 5a are

probably the Inanifestation of different relaxations as for instance coInlnensurate doInains and

domain walls between their. The distribution of corresponding relaxation tiInes is not a large

one. The width is allnost Debye-like (width at half maxiInum: WD
"

1.14 decade) at I K,

and it increases slightly at lower T, reaching W Ge 1.SWD below 100 mK. This explains the

possibility to fit the direct signal AT(t) in response to the heat pulse by an exponential decay

over the tiIne scale 200-600 s
(Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 6. Variation of the time tea. necessary for the system to reach the thermodynamic equilib-
rium (I.e. the pumping time when the time-dependent effect explained in Fig. 5 saturates), reported

in an Arrhenius plot. The underlying relaxational processes in both systems, (TMTTF)2Br and

(TMTSF)2PF6
are thermally activated. An activation energy Ea

=
0.5 K for (TMTTF)2Br allows the

thermal equilibrium at T
=

0.I K to be reached within a few minutes. For (TMTSF)2PF6
one should

wait for weeks.

The most dominant long time process shows the aging effect and the teInperature depen-
dence of the equilibriuIn relaxation tiIne when the aging is interrupted reflects the acti-

vated Inechanisln of the underlying relaxation IT
= To exp(Ea /kT)) with an activation energy

Ea
=

0.5 K. It is represented together with the results previously obtained for (TMTSF)2PF6
in Figure 6. It is worth1nentioning that the ratio of the activation energies for both systeIns

Ea~ /Ea~ Ge 3 is approxiInately the saIne as the ratio of the energy splitting of the corresponding
Schottky anoInalies. Attelnpt Inicroscopic tiIne for the Arrhenius behavior, To, is of the order

of one second. Because the activation energy of the mean
relaxational process is a few tiInes

sInaller, the therInodynamical equilibrium for (TMTTF)2Br can be reached at 0.I K within

less than 5 Ininutes, but for (TMTSF)2PF6
one should wait two weeksl Experilnentally this

has been verified, because it was necessary to spend 4 days for cooling the saInple down to

0,12 K froIn only slightly higher teInperature if
m 0.160 1nK).

4. Conclusions

Our therInodynamical investigation of C-SDW system (TMTTF)2Br gives some new and very

important informations on its low-teInperature ground state between 0.07 and 7 K. It is not

an uniform ground state. First of all, there is a discontinuity in C/T~ at 1.9-2 K, as has

been found previously in (TMTSF)2PF6 and recently in (TMTSF)2AsF6. This looks like to

be a comInon feature of this faInily and has been interpreted in the case of (TMTSF)2PF6

as a sub-SDW transition [13]. Although (TMTTF)2Br does not exhibit a glass transition

as
(TMTSF)2PF6 at 3 K, it shows evidence of a substantial configurational contribution,
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a characteristics of
a disordered ground state. This latter feature is related to the underlying

lattice and is the consequence of the existing electron-phonon interaction. These conclusions are

strongly supported by new evidences of the interplay of SDW-CDW in both compounds [7, 8].

Below I K, the1neasured specific heat exhibits all features as found previously for DW

systeIns. In addition to the usual phonon terIn two other contributions appear, an hyperfine
"nuclear" terIn and the contribution froIn low-energy excitations. Because of the long relax-

ation tiIne of these excitations the specific heat is tiIne-dependent. Long-living excitations give
rise to an anoInaly of a Schottky type located at Tmax

=
0,l10 K. We believe that it is of

the siInilarlnicroscopic origin as the Inuch larger one found in (TMTSF)2PF6 (19j. It seeIns

that the ground state is not perfectly coInlnensurate. The experiInental conditions concerning
possible pressure effects (pressure induced by the Si-plates in the saInple arrangeInent and

rigidification of silicon grease) Tray affect the strictly coInlnensurate ground state [6j. It was

shown [19j that new1netastable states are formed at the strong pinning centers located close

to the regions of commensurability and they are the consequence of the induced plastic defor-

mations of DW. However, there are significant differences in the dynamics of their relaxation.

For (TMTSF)2PF6, consistent with existence of a glass transition, the dynamics has all the

characteristics of a glass with a very large distribution of relaxation times. In the case of

(TMTTF)2Br the dynamics of the energy relaxation shows some discrete structure with sepa-
rated distributions of relaxation times indicating probably different processes, as for domains

and doInains walls between their or discoInlnensurations.

It is worthwhile mentioning recent theoretical results which are on the lines of our reasoning.
Nalnely the Train arguInent against the existence of a new phase in the Peierls DW state was

taken froIn the theoretical considerations of the randoIn-field XY model, since the commonly
used Fukuyama-Lee-Rice model for an elastically deformable CDW pinned by random impuri-
ties is similar to that one [20j. It has been believed that these systems are simply disordered at

lpw temperatures, possessing many metastable states, with no new phase transition at T~ ~ 0.

Recently this intriguing question can phases exist which exhibit some kind of topological

or other type of order that distinguishes them from the high T disordered phase? got its

positive answer. There are nuInerical and analytical evidences for the existence of a phase
transition to an equilibriuIn elastic glassy phase in a 3D weak randoIn XY Inagnets. In this

picture the doInain walls turn out to be the natural objects at long length scales [2 ii. Although
the arguments given for XY randoIn field Inagnets should apply also for 3D vortex lattices in

dirty types-II superconductors, analogous phases can exist also in DW systems.
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